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If Only I  Knew What Genessee  Avenue  Could S ay

     The sound of cars racing past me creates a dingy atmosphere and conflicts with the subtly bleak air that Saginaw,
Michigan, likes to create during a normally scheduled mid-September.  Thick, gray clouds loom overhead to seal in
the smell of engine exhaust.
     I ride on my bicycle in the proper road lane, exerting gentle heaves of force downward on the pedals, as I create
tiny streaks of airborne water with my newly replaced inner tube. As conscientious as I can be, I choose the right-
hand side of the road, and hug the curb as best as I can (as I learned in my driver’s education course.) The expected
passing of vehicles doesn’t faze me for the time being, and I am confident in my abilities to follow the rules of the
road. Broken and beaten down SUVs with busted out windows speed past me and sound their horns to show their
contempt for road sharing as they muscle through a stale red light.
     I am riding to cross country practice with a friend of mine. Today was a day where we ran along the river that
smells like geese feces and river muck, in a much more calm, intimate setting.
     I look to my friend, who is biking just behind me. “Do you think we’ll get there before 3:30?” 
     He replies, “We’re probably going to be a few minutes late, but they’ll still be stretching out.” 
     We continue to pedal with consistent strain. 
     Even though we are focussed on arriving punctually, my intuition tells me that our voyage is wrong. Not simply
that our navigation is incorrect, but that whatever comes into my vision is just simply unbalanced. North Genesee
Avenue did not seem this dreary from the perspective of my 2008 Ford Ranger, but now that I am where I wish to
be, closer to the ground where I am supposed to find my natural equilibrium, I am frightened by the reality that has
been bestowed upon me. 
     Carelessly flattened animal carcasses create a horrible stench. Shards of broken glass impede hideously upon the
concrete, rotting and warped paneling boards up dilapidated houses. The smell of cheap cigarettes plagues my
nostrils, and their fumes go straight to my brain. The smoke’s cold hands reach too deep into my memoires, and
infuriate me with late nights I spent watching the bottoms of bottles seem to elevate themselves over their user’s
heads, and inseminate themselves down the abusers’ throats.
     I had always thought this was going to be the prime of my life, but the acidic brine of my father’s partaking of
sour grapes perpetuated outside of my home. Where the devil’s lettuce also grows, and consumes many people
behind boarded up windows and doors. The outside world has stripped me of all hope, as I watch as my father’s
head tilts back in complacency after a good burn as his father’s fists drift further away. He’s lost in his own pitiful,
peaceful, pond of oblivion, while his fists forever remain a part of the wall’s memory. And around my mother’s neck.
     This task that should’ve been so ordinary (transporting myself without an automobile) turned into a loathsome and
hideous nightmare. I can barely stay focused on my objective, and all of a sudden, I cannot not remember my reason
for being on this treacherous path. God, for the love of God, why can I not release my own mind? Or at least be
more than a shard of a human being full of echoes that resonate upon the walls of my hollow mind? 
      With all my willpower, I attempt to induce madness within myself. Some kind of mental disconnect from reality,
where I may find solace in the ever-dying vastness of the cosmos. By letting my mind wander, I wish to find harmony
in the macrocosm. But here, I am lost, submerging into accursed liquid that drowns this world. An intense wave that
allows for no release, and confines us to an infinite abyss of obscurity.


